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Firm favourite: Renée Fleming wears her Ann Ziff for Tamsen Z’s
platinum briolette earrings. Photo by Andrew Eccles/Decca

Although she looked dazzling in them, the
jewels weren’t always a welcome addition to
Callas’s wardrobe. Crossing the Italian-Swiss
border, she was detained at customs until
Atelier Marangoni verified the provenance
of the set. Meanwhile, during the filming
of The Ed Sullivan Show in New York
when Tosca was being performed at the
Met, the diva was allowed to wear only the
earrings to avoid television audiences being
subjected to camera glare.
In May 2008, the three-piece set was loaned
to the Los Angeles Opera for its revival of
Tosca, worn by the Canadian soprano Adrianne
Pieczonka in the title role. Diamonds and other
gem stones would have been far too heavy for
a singer to wear on stage, so the fact that the
jewellery was made of crystals kept things light
in every sense of the word – though the set still
weighed in at 1.5kg. Swarovski saw fit to insure
the jewels for US$85,000 and entrusted their
care to a specially employed security guard
during their West Coast visit.
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warovski’s patronage of opera began in
the 1950s when they supplied all the
debutantes at the Vienna State Opera
ball with bespoke tiaras – a tradition that

still continues. Meanwhile in St Petersburg
last spring, maestro Valery Gergiev escorted
VIPs through the double-height foyer of the
newly opened Mariinsky II, lit by a gleaming
row of rather stylish Swarovski chandeliers.
It wasn’t the first time that Swarovski had
added lustre to the grand opening of a new
opera house. For the 1966 inauguration of
the Lincoln Center, the Metropolitan Opera
was gifted 11 lobby and 21 auditorium
chandeliers by the Austrian government,
made of hand-cut Swarovski crystals .Their
distinctively space-age starburst shapes
earned them the nickname ‘Sputnik’ after
the first Soviet satellite. The chandeliers
were dismantled in 2008 and refurbished
with 49,000 crystal beads machine-cut
in a Vienna workshop. The original 1966
crystals have been repurposed as gift items
for the Metropolitan Opera Shop, such as
paperweights and ornaments. Among the
most impressive is Tamsen Z’s Metropolitan
Opera Sputnik Jewelry Collection, by Ann
Ziff – now available from the Met Opera
Shop Online (www.metoperashop.org).
Ann Ziff is one of America’s leading
philanthropists and encapsulates the dazzling
relationship between opera and style. She

sits on the boards of numerous New York
City arts and culture foundations, including
the Metropolitan Opera Board of Directors,
tapping into her operatic heritage as the
daughter of soprano Harriet Henders. As
the designer and producer behind American
fine jewellery brand Tamsen Z, she attracts
fans such as Sondra Radvanovsky, Dmitri
Hvorostovsky and Susan Graham. Her
opera-inspired jewellery includes a striking
2012 collection inspired by Robert Lepage’s
Wagner Ring cycle. ⌂
A Limited Edition Extra Large Sputnik, hand-crafted using
crystals from the Metropolitan Opera’s original 1966
Swarovski chandeliers
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